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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND THE METHODS EMPLOYED TO SOLVE 
The Problem 
The writer's aim.-- The writer baa undertaken to 
make a study of certain likes and dislikes of two-hundred 
and forty junior-high-school pupils in the Albert N. 
Parlin Junior High School, Everett, Massachusetts. Also 
an effort has been made to find out whether below-
average, average and above-average children differ in 
likes and dislikes, and, if so, how they differ. In ad-
dition, an effort bas been made to compare the likes and 
dislikes of boys and girls. The pupils studied were 
those included in seven regular class-sections, hetero-
geneously grouped. 
Scope of the studY.-- The likes and dislikes 
studied pertain to: (1) subjects carried by the pupils, 
( 2) their te.achers, ( 3) their extra-eurri cu lar ac ti vi-
ties, and (4) school regulations. 
Methods Employed 
How the pupils were grouped.-- The data were col-
lected by means of an inquiry form (See Appendix, p. ii). 
For purposes of comparison the pupils studied were first 
divided by sex and then the pupils of each were sub-
1 
divided into three ability groups. Group I consisted of 
pupils with intelligence quotients of 110 and above 
(range 110-138; Group II consisted of pupils with intelli-
gence quotients of 100-109; and Group III consisted of 
pupils with intelligence quotients of leas than 100 
(range 99-77). 
Instruments used as basis for grouping.-- The intel-
ligence quotient used in grouping the pupils studied was 
baaed upon the Otis Intermediate (SA) Mental Ability Teat 
and the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test. Group I 
consists of eighty-four pupils, Group II consists of 
eighty-two pupils, and Group III consists of seventy-four 
pupils. Group I was composed of thirty-one boys and 
fifty-three girls; Group II consisted of thirty-eight boys 
and forty-four girls; and Group III was made up of thirty-
seven boys and thirty-seven girls. 
Administering the inquiry form.-- The inquiry form 
used to obtain the data was prepared by the writer and 
aided by Dr. Roy o. Billett, Professor of Education at 
Boston University, in a seminar in secondary education. 
The inquiry form was made up of three parts: Part I deals 
with the subjects carried by the pupils, Part II pertains 
to the teachers of the pupils studied, and Part III con-
cerns itself with extra-curricular activities and school 
regulations. This data-gathering device was administered 
solely by the writer during that part of the regular 
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school day designated as the homeroom period. It required 
three of these periods to complete the inquiry form by the 
pupils. The instrument was administered to forty pupils 
at a time on three successive days and therefore it was 
eighteen days before the inquiry form had be·en administer-
ed to the two-hundred and forty pupils under study. The 
data collected were then arranged and tabulated on large 
graph sheets which, in turn, were re-assembled in table 
form and presented throughout this study. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PUPILS' PREFERENCES AND REASONS GIVEN 
FOR THEIR CHOICES 
Choices Made by Those Studied 
Boys and girls of varying abilities.-- It was evi-
dent that most of the pupils in Group I desired to go to 
college (Table 1, Cola. 2 and 6) and that all but one 
girl that preferred the home-economics curriculum were of 
Group III. 
Table 1. Distribution of Boys and Girls of Different 
Abilities According to Curriculum Which They 
Plan to Take in High School 
Freguency of Mention by 
Curriculum Boys Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~1~ ~2l ~3l ~4l ~5l ~6l ~7l ~8~ ~9l (10~ 
Academic 22 11 4 37 25 2 4 31 68 
Commerical 
Preparatory 5 5 19 24 43 48 
Commerical 13 9 22 9 17 19 45 67 
Home-Economics 1 14 15 15 
Mechanic Arts 4 7 15 26 26 
Vocational 7 9 16 16 
Total 106 134 240 
Approximately twice as many girls as boys of Group I ex-
pressed a desire of taking the college curriculum when 
they go to high school, while only eight pupils of Group 
III expressed the intent of pursuing a college (academic) 
curriculum. No girl of any group plans going to voca-
tional high school, whereas sixteen boys, made up of 
Groups II and III, are planning to enter. It seems 
natural that twice as many girls as boys favored the 
"straight" commercial curriculum and it was found that 
only four boys in Group I are interested in taking the 
mechanic arts curriculum and that a similar number of 
Group III plan taking the college studies. 
Influence of curriculum choice.-- The majority in-
dicated that their choice of curriculum in high school 
was made by themselves. Of the total number queried 
(240), two-hundred and four stated that their choice of 
curriculum was decided upon by themselves (Table 2, 
Col. 10). 
Table 2. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Reasons for Their Choice of Curriculum 
Whose Choice 
Frequency of Mention by 
Boys Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ll (2} {3~ ~4) {5) {6) ~:n ~8) li~) ( 10) Ownholce 27 27 3 87 46 36 35 264 
Parents' 3 10 3 16 7 6 1 14 30 
Former teachers' 
recommendation 1 1 1 3 2 1 3 6 
Total 106 134 240 
Only six pupils admitted being influenced by their 
5 
former teachers' recommendations and only thirty by 
their parents' guidance. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PUPIL3 EVALUATE THE CURRICULUM 
Results Obtained in Required Subjects 
The poor work element.-- The five subjects in which 
the pupils admitted doing their poorest work were his-
tory, English, arithmetic, se1enee and literature 
(Table 3). 
Table 3. Poorest Worlc 
Freguenc:z: of Mention b:z: 
Subject BOIS Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~l~ ~2l ~3l ~4C ~5l ~6l ~'7l ~8l ~9l (10~ 
Arithmetic '7 6 2 15 15 14 9 38 53 
English 5 11 15 31 5 13 6 24 55 
History ll 9 14 34 15 '7 11 33 6'7 
Literature '7 l 8 4 3 5 12 20 
Mechanic Arts 9 9 9 
Science l 3 5 9 14 '7 6 2'7 36 
Total 106 134 240 
More girls and boys of Group I said they were doing 
their poorest work in arithmetic (Table 3, Cols. 2 and 6); 
and Table 3 also shows that both the boys and girls of 
~oup I most frequently mentioned history and arithmetic, 
two major subjects, in which they did their poorest work. 
However, poorest work does not necessarily mean a failing 
grade of work but rather it is a relative comparison of 
the grade of work accomplsihed in their various subjects 
studied. The girls, as may be expected, outnumbered the 
boys five to one in saying that they did their poorest 
work in science. Also, although sixty-seven indicated 
doing their poorest work in history (Table 3), fifty-
five of the pupils queried liked this subject best. It 
was evident that the subjects in which the pupils re-
ceived their poorest mark (Table 4) were also very much 
the same subjects in which they were doing their poorest 
work (Table 3). 
Table 4. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Getting Poorest Mark 
Freguencz of Mention bz 
Subject Bozs Girls Total 
I II III To:Ca! 1 II III Total 
til ~2l ~3l ~4l {5J {~l {7l ~~q ~~l ~ 10 ~ Arithmetic 7 6 3 16 15 16 8 39 55 
English 6 17 15 38 4 12 5 21 59 
History 9 6 12 27 16 10 ll 37 64 
Literature 7 3 10 3 6 4 13 23 
Mechanic Arts 8 8 8 
Science 2 1 4 7 15 9 2.4 31 
Total 106 134 240 
Degree of accomplishment in least-liked subject.--
The subjects liked least by the pupils studied and most 
frequently mentioned were much the same as those in 
which they did their poorest work and received their 
poorest marks, namely, history and English (Table 5). 
Table 5. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Liked Least 
Subject Freguencl of Bola 
Mention bl 
Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ l~ ~2~ ~3l ~4l ~5l ~6l ~7l ~8~ ~9~ ( 10) 
Arithmetic 3 7 2 12 12 12 9 33 45 
English 13 14 15 42 5 9 8 22 64 
History 9 10 16 35 15 10 8 33 68 
Literature 5 1 6 7 7 6 20 26 
Mechanic Arts 6 6 6 
Science 1 l 3 5 14 6 6 26 31 
Total 106 134 240 
The foregoing subjects were also prominently mentioned 
as the subjects with which they had the moat difficulty 
(Table 6). 
Table 6. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subj~ct Having Moat Difficultl 
~reguencl of Mention bz 
Subject Bola Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ ll ~2l ~3l ~4l ~5l {6l {7l ~8l ~9l ~10) 
Arithmetic 8 13 5 26 18 18 12 48 74 
English 7 14 18 39 6 10 9 25 64 
History 8 9 12 29 13 11 8 32 61 
Literature 5 5 7 3 10 15 
Mechanic Arts 2 2 2 
Science 3 2 5 9 5 5 19 24 
Total 106 134 240 
As Table 7 indicates, eighty-one per cent of the boys of 
Group III received their poorest mark in the subject 
that gave them the greatest difficulty. 
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Table 7. Distribution of Boys and Girls in Whether They 
Receive Their Poorest Mark in the Subject 
Having the Most Difficulty 
Freg,uenci of Mention bz 
Poorest BOIS Girls Total 
Mark ' I II III Total I II III Total 
~ l} ~2l ~3l ~4l I5l ~61 ~71 ~Bl ~9l ~ 10 ~ 
Yes 12 31 30 63 28 23 26 77 140 
No 19 17 7 43 25 21 ll 57 100 
Total 106 134 240 
However, only fifty-eight per cent of the cases studied 
said that they received their p9orest mark in the sub-
ject in which they had the most difficulty (Table 4). 
There also was a high correlation between the subject 
liked least and the subject in wluch they felt they 
learned the least. This was especially true in the sub-
jects of English, arithmetic and science (Tables 5 and 
8). 
Table a. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject They Have Learned the Least 
Subject 
Freguency of Mention by 
Boys Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ll ~21 ~3l ~41 ~51 ~61 ~'71 ~Bl ~91 ~lOl Arithmetic 5 4 2 ll ll 7 9 .7 38 
Domestic Arts 2 2 2 
English 9 13 14 36 6 10 '7 23 59 
History 5 6 12 23 4 7 7 18 41 
Literature 9 lO 6 25 12 14 10 36 61 
Mech.a.nic Arts 4 4 4 
Music 6 6 6 
Science 3 l 3 7 12 6 4 22 29 
Total 106 134 240 
1 
Literature was the most frequently mentioned subject 
studied from which the pupils felt that they had learned 
the least; and the boys in Group III outnumbered both of 
the other two groups in stating that they had learned 
the least in history. It was of interest to note t~t 
although twenty-five per cent of the pupils found English 
easiest (Table 18), an approximate like per . cent de-
clared having learned the least in this subject (Table 8). 
Table 18. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Found Easiest 
Fre~uenc~ of Mention bz 
Subject Bo~s Girls Total 
' I II III Total I II III Total 
p:t ~~l (~f ~4~ ~5l i6~ I1 ~ ~ 8:~ ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ 10 ~ Aritbmeic 8 8 25 2 5 7 24 49 
Domestic Arts 6 6 6 
English 6 5 4 15 20 15 9 44 59 
History 2 3 3 8 6 12 5 23 31 
Literature 3 3 8 2 3 13 16 
Mechanic Arts 8 17 25 25 
Science 12 13 5 30 7 10 7 24 54 
Total 106 134 240 
Reasons for being dissatisfied.-- Of the total 
pupils studied ( 240), it was found that approximately 
three-quarters of them stated that they were dissatis-
fied with certain required subjects in the curriculum 
(Table 9). 
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Table 9. Distribution of Boys and Girls of Varying 
Abilities in Whether Dissatisfied With Any 
Subjects Required to Take 
Frequency of Mention by 
Dissatisfied Boys Girls 
Yes 
No 
( l) 
Total 
I . II III Total I II III 
(2) t3) (4) (5) {6) (7[ (8) 
20 32 33 85 41 30 26 
ll 6 4 21 12 14 ll 
106 
Total (9) 
97 
37 
134 
I 
Total 
'( 10) 
182 
58 
240 
It was noted among the girls that those in Group I out-
numbered the others in their being dissatisfied with 
subjects required to take; whereas, with the boys, it 
was Group III that had the greatest number expressing 
dissatisfaction because of having to study certain sub-
jects (Table 9, Cola. 4 and 6). Furthermore, Groups 
III of both the boys and girls stated that they were not 
dissatisfied with any of the subjects required to take 
and the boys of Group III were the least dissatisfied. 
The four reasons most frequently mentioned by the 
pupils queried were (l) "never use it later in life," 
(2) "too hard to understand," (3) "don't like the 
teacher," and (4) "too much homework" (Table 10). 
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Table 10. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Reason 
for Being Dissatisfied with Subject Required 
to Take 
Frequency of Mention by 
Reason Boys Girls Total 
(l~ Neverse It 
Later 
Too Hard to 
Understand 
Too Much 
Homework 
Textbooks too 
Hard to 
Understand 
Don't Like the 
Teacher 
I (2) 
9 
5 
4 
3 
II III Total I II III 
(3) (4} (5) (6) (7) {8) 
12 11 
11 15 
3 3 
2 
9 6 
32 22 
31 6 
10 5 
2 
18 8 
8 
9 
6 
3 
4 
8 
9 
3 
l 
6 
Total 
( 9) 
38 
24 
14 
4 
18 
( 10) 
70 
55 
24 
6 
36 
Fifty per cent of the boys who found the subject dissatis-
fied with and required to take too hard to understand, 
were of Group III; and of the girls who expressed dis-
satisfaction because they felt the subject required would 
be of little or no use to them later in life, fifty-eight 
per cent were of Group I (Table 10, Cola. 4 and 6). In 
only six cases was the reason for dissatisfaction baaed 
upon the assumption that the textbooks were too hard to 
understand; while thirty-six pupils (eighteen boys and 
eighteen girls) gave disliking the teacher as their 
reason (Table 10). 
Least Satisfactory Subjects 
Subjects most commonly disliked.-- History, English, 
literature and science, in that order of frequency were 
3 
the subjects most dissatisfied with and required to take 
(Table 11, Col. 10). 
Table 11. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Dissatisfied with and Required to Take 
Dissatisfied 
Subtects 1) 
Total 
I {2) 
4 
4 
4 
.,., 
1 
Frequency of Mention by 
Boys Girls 
II III Total I II III (3) (4) (5) (~) (7) (8) Total {9) 
.,., 
8 
11 
24 
16 
5 
6 
20 
9'7 
Total 
( 10) 
12 
8 
38 
50 
29 
l 
lr/ 
.,., 
26 
188 
The boys of Group II and III, particularly, far out-
numbered the girls in being dissatisfied with and re-
quired to take the subject of English, and the same was 
true of the girls in respect to science. It was inter-
eating to note that neither the boys of Group III nor the 
girls of Groups II and III expressed any dissatisfaction 
with the requirement of studying music which consists of 
choral singing and music appreciation. It is to be 
noted that the subjects moat frequently mentioned by the 
pupils as being dissatisfied with and required to tak e 
were, also, moat frequently mentioned as the subjects in 
which they did their poorest work and received their 
poorest marks (Tables 3 and 4). 
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Curriculum changes desired.-- Moat of the pupils ex-
pressed a substitute for the subject or subjects with 
which they were dissatisfied. The boys most frequently 
mentioned or preferred to study the following subjects 
instead of the subject With which they were most dis-
satisfied: (l) mechanic arts, (2) modern language, 
(3) more science and (4) typewriting; but the girls on 
the other hand, preferred (l) home-making, (2) a modern 
language, (3) science, and (4) typewriting (Table 12). 
Table 12. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Preferred in Place of the Subject 
Dissatisfied with and Required to Take 
Freguene;y: of Mention b;y: 
Subject Bo;y:a Girls Total 
Preferred I II III Total I II III Total 
~ 1 J ~2~ {3~ ~4~ ~5~ ~6} ~7 J (sJ { 9 J (10~ 
Home-making 5 8 12 25 25 
Language 12 8 4 24 10 7 l 18 42 
Mechanic Arts 13 8 20 41 41 
Science 5 4 3 12 1 2 8 ll 23 
Typing 3 1 2 6 7 2 1 10 16 
Total 83 64 147 
It was interesting to note that thirteen boys of Group I 
expressed a desire to take some work in mechanic arts in 
addition to the required subjects offered in the curricu-
lum for those planning to attend school beyond high 
school. The most frequently mentioned subject preferred 
by Groups I and II was the study of a modern language, 
while those in Group III desired more work in mechanic 
15 
arts or home-making, as is shown in Table 12, Cola. 4 
and 8. 
The bearing of the intelligence quotient upon dis-
satisfaction.-- Sixty per cent of the cases under study 
indicated that they received their poorest marks in the 
subject they liked least, and the greater per cent of the 
boys and girls receiving their poorest marks in the sub-
ject they liked least were of Groups II and III 
(Table 13). 
Table 13. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether They Receive Their Poorest Marks in 
the Subject Liked Least 
Fre~uencl of Mention bi 
Poorest Bo:;z:s Girls · Total 
Marks I II III Total I II III Total 
{ l~ : {2J {3l ~4l ~5l ~ 6} ~7~ ~8] ~ 9' ~ 10) Yes 14 28 30 72 28 24 20 72 144 
No 17 10 7 34 25 20 17 62 96 
Total 106 134 240 
However, of the boys not receiving their poorest marks in 
the subject they liked least, fifty per cent were of 
Group I; whereas, among the girls, only forty per cent 
stated this to be true. It was found that the subjects 
most frequently mentioned in which the pupils studied 
did "Du or "E" work were English, arithmetic, and history 
(Table 14). 
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Table 14. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subjects Doing "D" or 11 E11 Work 
Arithmetic 
Domes tic Arts 
English 
History 
Literature 
Mechanic Arts 
Science 
Total 
5 16 
10 
8 
5 
3 
23 44 
29 29 
17 25 
5 
14 17 
149 
Mention by 
Girls Total 
8 12 
1 5 16 
3 5 
1 4 10 15 
93 242 
The boys, particularly of Groups II and III, doing "D" 
or "Eu work in English outnumbered the girls of the same 
groups better than two to one; and in literature out-
numbered them greater than three to one. Only seven boys 
and eleven girls in Groups I did unsatisfactory work in 
any subject; and of the eleven girls, five were doing 
poor work in domestic arts wherein their interest in that 
subject was lacking yet it was required {Table 14). 
Conformity can be seen in Table 5 since these iden-
tical subjects were moat frequently . mentioned as those 
liked least by the pupils. Table 6 further shows that 
it was in these same subjects that the pupils studied 
experienced their greatest difficulty and they were also 
prominent as the subjects in which they felt that they 
had learned the least (Table 8). 
CHAPTER IV 
ACHIEVEMENT ATTAINED IN THE SUBJECT LIKED MOST 
The Sex Factor 
Intellectual achievement of girls compared to boys.--
Among those studied, it was found that pupils did their 
best work in arithmetic, English, history, and science in 
that order (Table 15). 
Table 15. Distribution of Boys and Girls of Different 
Abilities According to the Subject Doing 
Their Best Work 
Freguency of Mention by 
Subject Boys Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~l~ {2l {3l {4l ~5l ~6J ~7l ~8l ~9l ~10~ 
Arithmetic 8 12 13 _ 33 17 14 12 43 76 
English 5 4 4 13 16 12 13 41 54 
History 5 7 3 15 8 9 9 26 41 
Literature 2 2 6 2 3 ll 13 
Mechanic Arts 6 13 19 19 
Science ll 9 4 24 6 7 13 37 
Total 106 134 240 
Forty-one girls did their best work in English, whereas 
only thirteen boys indicated doing their beat work in 
this subject. No boy of Group I expressed doing his best 
work in mechanic arts, nor did any of the girls in any 
group express doing her best work in domestic arts. It 
was quite evident that the boys showed a stronger ten-
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dency than did the girls (2 to 1) or doing their best 
work in science. Furthermore, eleven girls, representa-
tive or all three groups, indicated that they did their 
best work in literature; whereas only two boys or 
Group I, and none in Groups II and III, stated this to 
be the subject wherein they do their best work. 
Relation between the subject liked best and accom-
plishment.-- Table 16 below shows that approximately 
twenty-five per cent or the pupils studied received their 
beat mark in English and next, in the order moot fre-
quently mentioned, were arithmetic, science, and history. 
Table 16. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Receivin~ Beat Mark 
Freguenc~ of Mention bz 
Subject Boza Girls Total 
I II III Tot a! I II III Total 
~ ll ~2l ~3l ~41 ~5l ~6l ~7l ~8l ~9~ ~ 10 l 
Arithmetic 5 11 11 27 8 10 12 30 57 
English 8 5 5 18 24 12 12 48 66 
History 2 3 1 6 9 10 8 2.7 33 
Literature 3 3 8 3 3 14 17 
Mechanic Arts 7 17 24 24 
Science 13 12 3 28 4 9 2 15 43 
Total 106 134 240 
It was significant that more girls and boy of Groups II 
and III received their best marks in arithmetic than did 
any of those or Group I. Also, thirteen boys in Group I 
indicated science as their best as against four girls, 
while none of the boys or girls received his best marks 
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in either mechanic or domestic arts (Table 16, Col. 2). 
Influence of sex on subject preference.-- Tables 15 
and 16 will tend to show a marked correlation. However, 
the same subjects mentioned above were also moat fre-
quently mentioned as the subjects in which the pupils ex-
perienced their greatest difficulty (Table 6) 1 also they 
liked least (Table 5), and in which they received their 
poorest marks (Table 4). The boys showed their best-
liked subjects to be (l) science, (2) arithmetic, 
(3) mechanic arts, and (4) history, whereas the girls, 
in order of preference, most frequently mentioned his-
tory, English, arithmetic, and science (Table 17.) 
Table 17. Distribution of Boys and Girls of Varying 
Abilities According to Subject Liked Best 
Fre~uenc~ of Mention b~ 
Subject BOlS Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ ll ~2~ ~3l ~4l {5l [6l ~7l ~8l {9l (10) 
Arithmetic 7 6 12 25 12 13 6 31 56 
English 4 2 6 15 8 9 32 38 
History 6 8 4 18 9 14 14 37 55 
Literature 1 1 4 3 3 10 11 
Mechanic Arts 6 15 21 21 
Science 17 14 4 35. 13 6 5 24 59 
Total 106 134 240 
It is quite interesting to note that although the boys in 
Group I expressed liking English best, nevertheless it 
was a second choice among the girls, as may be seen in 
Table 17, Cola. 2 and 6. It was more than interesting to 
note that there were more boys in Group III who expressed 
a preference for arithmetic than in either of the other 
two groups. In addition, more girls in Groups I and II 
liked arithmetic best than did those in Group III. 
Table 17 further reveals that only one boy liked litera-
ture best, yet ten girls checked this subject as their 
preference. 
Results sometimes poor in best-liked subject.--
English, science, arithmetic, and history were the sub-
jects which the greatest number of pupils found easiest 
(Table 18). However, although fifty-nine of the cases 
under study indicated English as being their easiest 
subject, a like number, also, admitted getting their 
poorest mark in that subject (Table 4, Col. 10). A care-
ful observation of Table 18 shows that although twenty-
four girls found science easiest, yet a similar number of 
girls received their poorest mark in this subject 
(Table 4, Col. 9). It is significant that none of the 
boys in Group I found mechanic arts easiest, whereas 
seventeen in Group III and eight in Group II professed a 
distinct liking for the subject. As is shown in Table 19, 
there was a .much higher correlation among the girls than 
the boys in that they received their beat marks in the 
subjects found easiest. 
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Table 19. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Receive Their Best Mark in the Subject 
Found Easiest 
Freguencil of Mention biZ: 
, ,;BOIS Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
{ ll {2~ ~3) ~4l ~5l ~6) ~7) tal ~9~ ~ 10~ 
Yes 17 27 23 67 46 36 2.8 110 177 
No 14 ll 14 39 7 8 9 24 63 
Total 106 134 240 
The above table shows that, of a total of one-hundred 
and six boys, sixty-seven received their best mark in the 
subject they found easiest. However, only twenty-one 
boys of Group III and seventeen in Group I indicated 
having received their best marks in the subject they 
found easiest. Furthermore, Table 20 below shows that 
the pupils felt they bad learned the most in arithmetic, 
history, English, and science in that order. 
Table 20. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject in Which Learned the Moat 
Freguencil of Mention bi 
&ubject BO:£S Girls Total 
I II III Tota! I II III Total 
{ 1 ~ (2l (3} (4l ~5] ~6} ~7l {8l ~9l ~10) 
Arithmetic 8 10 ll 29 15 16 10 41 70 
English 6 6 3 15 22 11 7 40 55 
History 9 11 7 27 13 14 15 42: 69 
Literature 1 1 1 1 2 
Mechanic Arts 1 3 4 4 
Science 8 9 13 30 3 3 4 10 40 
Total 106 134 240 
Also significant is the fact that, with the exception of 
science, the correlation between the subject liked least 
(Table 5) and the subject from which the pupils learned 
most is very low when we consider the total number of 
cases studied. 
Good results often in least-liked subjects.-- Al-
though sixty-eight liked history least (Table 5) 1 sixty-
nine of the cases studied or sixty-five per cent of the 
total felt that they bad learned the most in that sub-
ject. Furthermore, although a large number had experi-
enced their greatest difficulty in arithmetic, history, 
and English (Table 6), an almost similar number felt 
that they had learned the most in those subjects. It, 
indeed, seemed unusual to discover that only four boys 
in all Groups felt that they had learned the most in 
mechanic arts (Table 20, Col. 5). It was interesting, 
too, to learn that the greatest number of pupils who 
did not receive their best marks in the subjects liked 
best, were of Group I (Table 21, Cola. 2 and 6). 
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Table 21. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether They Received Their Best Marks in 
the Subject Liked Best 
Freg,uenci of Mention bi 
Best Marks Bo:;y:s Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ ll ~2) ~3J {4J (5} {6} ~7 J {8) ~9~ (10) 
Yes 17 28 26 71 33 32 23 88 159 
No 14 10 11 35 20 12 14 46 81 
Total 106 134 240 
However, sixty-six per cent of the total number of cases 
stated that they did receive their best marks in the 
subject they liked best (Table 21). Although only sixty-
six per cent received their best marks in the subject 
they liked best, Table 22 below shows that ninety per 
cent of the pupils queried did not receive their poorest 
mark in the subject they liked best. 
Table 22. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether They Received Their Poorest Mark s in 
the Subject Liked Best 
Frequenc:;y of Mention b:;y 
Poorest Marks Bo;ys Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III •rotal 
{ 1) { 2) {~J {~} { 2 J { b J {7} { 8} {2} (10) 
Yes 1 4 7 12 2 3 7 12 2~ No 30 3L~ 30 94 51 41 30 122 21 
Total 106 134 240 
It is interesting , rather than significant, that an 
equal number of boys and g irls of Group III stated t h at 
they did receive their poorest marks in the subject t h e y 
liked best. However, this number represented a very 
s mall minority of the total number namely, three percent. 
Ef fort expended on difficult subjects.-- The sub-
jects most frequently mentioned in which t h e pupils 
under study put forth t heir best efforts were history, 
aritrunetic, Eng lish and science in that order. However, 
these four subjects were among the top five mentioned in 
which t h e y admitted having learned the least (Table 8). 
Table 23 shows t hat history not only heads the list of 
these subjects in which the pupils used t heir best 
efforts; but it, also, is most frequently mentioned as 
the subject which they are most dissatisfied with yet 
required to take (Table 11). 
Table 23 . Distribution of Boy s and Girls According to 
Subject Using Best Effort 
Freguenc~ of Mention b~ 
Best Effort Bovs G-irls Tote_l 
I II III Total I II III Total 
( 1) (2J {~) { ~) ~ 2 J {6) ~ 7 J {8) { 2) (10) 
Arithmetic 7 12 12 31 16 16 11 43 71L 
English 2 4 4 10 9 11 8 28 38 
History 16 12 11 39 25 14 13 52 91 
Litera ture 2 1 1~- 1 1 4 Mechanic Arts 5 9 lL~ 
S cience 4 4 1 9 3 3 4 10 19 
Total 106 l3Lt- 240 
However, arithmetic and history top the list as the 
subjects in which they have learned the most (Table 20), 
and they further indicate in Table 6 t h at in these same 
subjects they experienced the most difficulty. 
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CHAPTER V 
PUPIL PREFERENCES AND CLASS MORALE 
Other Disturbing Factors 
The teacher influence on likes and dislikes.--
Eighty per cent of the pupils studied placed history, 
arithmetic, and science above all other subjects wherein 
they felt free to discuss their difficulties (Table 24). 
Table 24. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject in Which They Feel Most Free to 
Discuss Their Difficulties 
Freguenci of Mention bi 
Discuss BOIS Girls Total 
Difficulties I II III Total I II III Total 
~ ll ~2l ~3l ~4} ~5l ~6l ~7l ~8l ~9l ~10~ 
Arithmetic 15 12 14 41 16 14 10 40 81 
English 4 6 2 12 5 3 7 15 27 
History 6 11 12 29 21 16 13 50 79 
Mechanic Arts 5 4 9 9 
Science 6 4 5 15 11 11 7 29 44 
Total 106 134 240 
Furthermore, Table 25 clearly shows that arithmetic And 
history were, by far, the two subjects in which they re-
ceived the greatest amount of individual help. _ 
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Table 25. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Receiving Greatest Individual Help 
Freguenc~ of Mention b~ 
Individual Bo~s Girls Total 
Helr I II III Total I II III Total 1~ f~' ~3l f~> ~5l ~6 n'll ~8~ i~) ~10~ Arithmetic 16 45 0 22 4 92 
English 3 3 4 10 9 6 6 21 31 
History 9 12 8 20 18 11 25 54 83 
L1 terature 1 1 
Mechanic Arts 3 6 9 
Science 4 4 3 11 5 5 2 13 24 
Total 106 134 240 
Table 24 further indicates, to a very high degree, that 
these subjects were also the ones in which they felt most 
free to discuss their difficulties. The subjects in 
which they received the greatest help (Table 25), and 
those in which they felt most free to discuss their dif-
ficulties (Table 24), rate extremely high as being, also, 
the subjects they liked best (Table 1'7). Furthermore, 
history and arithmetic were most frequently mentioned as 
the subjects wherein the teacher knew and understood the 
pupil and his problemE best (Table 26). 
Table 26. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subject Wherein the Teacher Knows and Under-
stands the Pupil and His Problems Best 
Subject Freguenci of Mention bi BOIS Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
{ ll ~2l ~3l ~4l ~51 ~6l ~7l ~8l ~9l (10~ 
Arithmetic 11 13 10 34 10 16 9 35 69 
English 2 5 2 9 8 8 10 26 35 
History 13 11 12 36 25 11 12 48 84 
Mechanic Arts 3 4 7 7 
Seienee 5 6 9 20 10 9 6 25 45 
Total 106 134 240 
It is significant to note in Table 27 below that history 
stands out alone as the subject in which the pupils 
(thirty-seven per cent of them) felt that they had 
learned more than just the subject matter under study. 
Table 27. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
the · Subject in Which More Than Just the 
Subject Was Learned bi the Pupil 
Subject 
Freguenci of Mention bi 
BOIS Girls Total 
I J:I III Total I II III Total 
~ll { 2) ~3l {4l ~5} {6} ~7} ~8l {9l { 10 l 
Ari fEme tic 3 s 9 !8 s 8 5 19 37 
English 8 7 7 22 17 10 7 34 56 
History 10 15 11 36 19 18 16 53 89 
Literature 1 1 1 
Mechanic Arts 2 4 6 6 
Science 9 8 6 23 11 8 9 28 51 
Total 106 134 240 
This was, perhaps, due to the conditions that prevailed 
since fifty per cent of the pupils queried had the same 
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teacher for history as they did for homeroom, science, 
and guidance; and, therefore, such teachers had more 
frequent contacts and consequently greater opportunities 
to know each of the pupils better than did any of the 
other teachers with whom they came in contact. Table 27 
further indicates t hat there is a very close relation-
ship in the frequency of mention of Table 27 and Tables 
6, 15, 17, 20, 23, 24, 25, and 26. 
Relationship of Subject and Teacher Preferences 
Their influence on subject preference.-- Fifty-six 
per cent of the to t al pupils queried indicated that the 
teacher they liked best also taught the subject they 
liked best (Table 28). 
Table 28. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether the Teacher Liked Best Also Teaches 
the Subject Liked Best 
Freque~cy of Mention by 
Boys Girls 
Yes 11 23 26 60 28 25 2 75 
No 20 15 11 46 25 19 15 59 
Total 106 
Total 
(10) 
135 
105 
240 
However, only eighteen per cent of the pupils stated that 
the teacher they liked least taught the subject they 
liked best (Table 29); and sixty-three per cent showed 
that the subject from which they bad derived the most 
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knowledge was taught by the teacher whom they liked best 
(Table 30). 
Table 29. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether Teacher Liked Least Teaches the Sub-ject Liked Beat 
Frequency of Mention by 
Teacher and Sub-=-~B~oy~s~~~~~~~G~i~r~l~s~ ject Liked Best I II III Total I II III Total 
Yes 
No 
Total 
~~ 5 6 15 8 10 ll 
27 33 31 91 45 34 26 105 
106 134 
Total 
44 
196 
240 
Table 30. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether Learned Most From the Teacher Liked 
Best 
Learned Most Freguencl of Mention bi 
With Teacher BOIS Girls Total 
Liked Best I II III Total I II III Total 
~l~ ~2~ ~3l ~4l ~5l ~6l {7l ~8~ ~9l ~ lOl Yes 13 24 4 61 38 28 25 91 152 
No 18 14 13 45 15 16 12 43 88 
Total 106 134 240 
In contrast to this, however, only fifty-two per cent 
indicated that the subject from Which they felt they bad 
learned the least was taught by the teacher they actually 
liked least (Table 31). 
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Table 31. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether Learned Least From Teacher Liked 
Least 
Learned Least Fre9.uenc~ of Mention b~ 
With Teacher Bo~s Girls Total 
Liked Least I II III Total I II III Total 
{ ll ~gl ~3l ~41 ~5l ~6l ~71 ~8} t9~ ~10~ 
Yes 13 22 17 52 25 28 21 74 126 
No 18 16 20 54 28 16 16 60 114 
Total 106 134 240 
Fifty-five per cent of those under study showed that the 
subject liked least was taught by the teacher liked 
least (Table 32). 
Table 32. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Whether the Teacher Liked Least Teaches the 
Subject Liked Least 
Frequency of Mention by Teacher and 
Subject Liked 
Least 
Total 
Yes 
No 
Total 
( 1) 
19 
12 
II III Total I II III 
< 3 > < 4 > < 5 > < 6 r :< 7 } < 8 > 
25 26 70 24 26 19 
13 11 36 29 18 18 
106 
Total 
{9) 
69 
65 
134 
The girls were approximately equal in number in this 
respect; whereas t he boys, stating the teacher liked 
least taught the s ubject liked least, outnumbered the 
negative ones two to one. 
Physical Handicaps 
(10} 
139 
101 
240 
Physical Handicaps a definite obstacle.-- Only 
twenty-four of the total of two-hundred and forty pupils 
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studied stated that they had a physical handicap which 
interfered with their school work (Table 33). 
Table 33. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
Any Physical Handicaps Interfere with Their 
School Work 
Freguenc~ of Mention b~ 
Physical Bo~s Girls Total 
Handicais I II III Total I II III Total p: (§) ~3~ ~4~ ~5) ~6l ~7l ~8l ~ ~2 ~ 10 ~ . Yes 3 6 12 5 2 5 12 24 
No 28 35 31 94 48 42 32 122 216 
Total 106 134 240 
Among the defects mentioned, eyes, speech, and hearing 
were most common (Table 34). 
Table 34. Distribution of Boys and Girls With Handicaps 
Wbich Interfere with Their School Work 
Fre~encl of Mention bz 
Physical Bozs O:ir!s Total 
Handicals I II III Total I II III Total ~2 l ~3l ~4l ~5l ~6~ ~7l ~8l ~9l ~10~ ~l 
Eyes 2 l 3 6 2 l 2 5 11 
Hearing l l 3 2 5 6 
Heart l l l 
Speech l 3 2 6 l l 7 
Total 13 12 25 
Eighteen per cent of the cases studied admitted they 
were handicapped because of an inability to read well 
(Table 35), and fifty-five per cent of them felt handi-
capped because they could not express themselves orally 
(Table 36). 
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Table 35. Distribution of Boys and Girls That Feel 
Handicapped Because They Do Not Read Well 
Freg,uency of Mention by 
Reading Boys Girls 
Difficulty I II III Total I II: III Total 
~ 1~ ~2~' ~3~ ~4l ~5l ~6l ~7l ~al ~9l 
Yes 4 11 10 25 1 6 12 19 
No 27 27 27 81 52 38 25 115 
Total 106 134 
Total 
~ 10 l 
44 
196 
240 
Table 36. Distribution of Boys and Girls That Feel 
Handicapped Because They Cannot Express Them-
selves Orally 
Difficulty In Frequency of Mention by 
Oral Expres- Boys Girls Total 
sion I II III Tota! I II III Total 
~ Il t~J t3l tii} t5~ t i:q r~' t8~ t9l (101 Yes 8 17 25 50 28 29 27 84 134 
No 23 21 12 56 25 15 10 50 106 
Total 106 134 240 
The subjects most f requently mentioned in which they felt 
handicapped because they did not read well, were litera-
ture and history {Table 37). 
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Table 37. Distribution of Boys a nd Girls According to 
Subjects in Which They Feel Handicapped 
Because They Do Not Read Well . 
Freguency of Mention b;y: 
Do Not Read Boxs Girls Total 
Well I II III Total I II III Total 
{1) t 2 J (JJ (4) l,i2) (b) t 7) ( 8) (9) (10) 
Arithmetic 1 1 1 1 2 
English 1 1 2 2 
History 7 6 13 2 ~ 6 19 Literature 4 6 6 16 1 4 13 26 S cience 2 4 6 
Total 32 26 58 
This was especially true in Group s II and III. In 
addition, twenty-eight per cent of them indicated t h at 
they had found textbooks in certain subjects too dif-
ficult to read and understand (Table 38). 
Table 38. 
Textboo1cs 
Difficult 
:o.;: 
Yes 
No 
Tot a l 
Distribution of Boys and Girls That F'eel 
Textbooks in Certain Subjects Too Difficu lt. 
Frequency of_ Mentionby 
Boys · Girls 
I II III Total I II III Total 
: (g) (J) (4) ($) : (§) ( 7 ) (8) ( 9 ) 
5 10 13 
26 28 1.~2 
28 
78 
106 
15 14 
38 30 
12 
25 
J.j. l 
93 
134 
Total . 
(10 ) 
69 
171 
In the order most frequently mentioned were arithmetic, 
his tory , English, and science (Table 39) • 
. \ 
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Table 39. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Subjects in which Textbooks Too Difficult 
P.'reg,uency of Mention b:y: 
Subjects Bo:y:s Girls Total 
I II III 'rotal I II III 'rotal 
tlJ ~2) ]3) ~4J t2J (5) ~7) ( ~ J t2) ~ 10 ) 
Arithmetic 5 5 10 " 8 r' 15 i~ c. :J English 2 3 8 13 1 1 
History 1 3 3 7 5 3 6 lt 21 Science 4 1 5 IJ 1 11 :; 
'J.lotal 42 38 80 
The Student and His School 
Attendance. Ei ghty-four per cent of all pupils studied 
showed that they were really interested in going to 
school whePeas t he remainder confessed they were going 
only because it was required of them (Table 40). 
Table 40. Distribution of Boys and Girls of Different 
Abilities fl.S to Whether they are intepested 
In School Beyond the Secondary Level 
Interested in FPe'luenc:;y_: of Mention by 
F'ur ther Boys Girls Total 
Zducation I II III Total I II III Total { 1) :: ~2} X~l {~) {~): (oJ t7l ~8) {2) (10) 
Yes 29 28 24 81 52 39 30 121 202 
No 2 10 13 25 1 5 7 13 38 
Total 106 134 240 
· 'urthermore, Table 41 shows that onl y twenty -four of the 
total number of pupils had perfect attendance in school 
t hat year, and that forty-eight per cent h ad been absent 
at least five days. 
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Table 41. Distribu tion of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Have Been Absent From School This Year 
Freguency of Mention by 
Absent Boys Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ 1 ~ ~2l ~3l ~4l ~5l ~6l (7l (8l ~9} ~10~ 
Yes 26 34 35 95 48 40 33 121 216 
No 5 4 2 ll 5 4 4 13 24 
Total 106 134 240 
It wa.s learned, insofar as this study was concerned, that 
little or no correlation existed between intelligence 
quotient and absences, or between sex and absences 
(Table 42). 
Table 42. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
the Number of Times Absent This Year 
Frequency of Mention by 
Times Absent 
I I IIi Total I II III 
Total 
Total 
( l) 
Five Days 
Ten Days 
Fifteen Days 
Twenty Days 
Twenty-Five Days 
Thirty Days 
No Absences 
Total 
(2) (~) {4) {5) (6) (7) (8) 
15 18 20 53 23 19 20 
6 9 4 19 12 9 8 
1 5 4 10 7 7 3 
3 2 1 6 1 1 1 
1 3 4 5 3 1 
3 3 1 
5 4 2 11 5 5 3 
106 
(9) 
62 
29 
17 
3 
9 
l 
13 
134 
Table 42 also shows that sixty-eight per cent of the 
(10) 
115 
48 
27 
9 
13 
4 
24 
240 
total number of pupils had not been absent more than ten 
times during the year and that eighty per cent of those 
studied were not absent more than fifteen times~ These 
figures include absences due to religious holidays. 
Ability to get along.-- It was noteworthy to 
learn that ninety per cent of the pupils stated that 
they "got along" well w.t th most of their teachers 
(Table 43); while all but three of them indicated that 
they 11 got along" well with most of their fellow-students 
(Table 44). 
Table 43. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Get Along Well With Most of Their 
Teachers 
Get Along 
Well With 
Teachers 
Yes 
No 
( l) 
Total 
I 
12) 
30 
1 
Freg;uencil: of 
Boys 
II III Total 
I~] (4) (5) 
32 29 91 
6 8 15 
106 
Mention by 
Girls Total 
I II III Total 
(6) (7) {8] (9] ( 10) 
52 42 31 125 216 
l 2 6 9 24 
134 240 
Table 44. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Get Along Well With Most Fellow-
Students 
Get Along Freguency of Mention by 
Well With Boys Girls Total 
Fellow- I II III Total I II III Total 
Students (1) (2) (~) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) :{ 9) ( 10) 
Yes 31 37 36 104 52; 44 37 133 237 
No l 1 2 1 l 3 
Total 106 134 240 
It was further noted that although eighty-four per cent 
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of the pupils studied had a quiet place for study at 
home (Table 45, only forty-nine per cent admitted having 
a specific time allotted for such study (Table 46). 
Table 45. Distribution of Boys and Girls That Have a 
Quiet Place for Study at Home 
Fre~uenc~ of Mention b~ 
Q,uiet Place Bo~s Girls Total 
For Stud::r I II III Total I II III Total 
~ lJ ~2~: ~31 ~4l ~5l ~61 ~ 7) ~8~ ~9~ ~ lOJ: 
Yes 27 32 32 91 48 40 33 121 212 
No 4 6 5 15 5 4 4 13 28 
Total 106 134 240 
Table 46. Distribution of Boys and Girls That Allot a 
S~ecific Time for Stud~ 
Freg,uenc::r of 
Specific Time Bo~s 
Mention b:;z 
Girls Total 
For Study I II III Total I II III Total 
:: ~2) ~3l ~4~ ~51 (6~ ~7 ~ ~Bl ~9~ ( 10 l : Tll . 
Yes 9 20 17 46 27 23 26 76 122 
No 22. 18 2.0 60 26 21 ll 58 118 
Total 106 134 240 
• Fifty-seven per cent of the pupils, however, admitted 
that they realized that they should spend more time 
studying at home (Table 47). 
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Table 47. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
The;£ Feel The::[ Should SJ2end More Time in Studl 
Should Spend Freguenc~ of Mention b;£ 
More Time in Bozs Girls Total 
Stud~ I II III Total I II III Total 
:{ll= :: ]2} {3] ~4l ~ 5l ~6l ~7l ~sl ~ 9 ~: . ~ 10 ~ 
Yes 20 19 26 65 27 26 19 72 137 
No ll 19 ll 41 26 18 18 62 103 
Total 106 134 240 
Pupils' Preferences in School Activities 
Would change some regulations.-- Of the pupils 
studied, seventy-six per cent expres~ed a preference for 
the student participation assemblies rather than those 
planned and arranged by school officials (Table 48); and 
sixty-one per cent preferred that the boys and girls 
should be permitted to eat their lunch with each other 
instead of being segregated as they now are (Table 49). 
Table 48. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Choice 
of Principal's or Students' Arranged 
Assembl ies 
Fre~uenc~ of Mention b~ 
Choice Bo::rs Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
: ~ 1 ~ ~2l ~3l ~4l ~51 ~6l ~7' {8~ ~ 9l ~ 10~ 
Principal's 5 8 12 25 7 12 14 33 58 
Students' 26 30 25 81 46 32 23 101 182; 
Total 106 134 240 
Table 49. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Should Eat Lunch Together in the 
Cafeteria 
Lunch in the Freguenc:Y,: of Mention bz 
Cafeteria Bozs Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total ~ ll ~2l ~3l ~4~ ~5l ~6l ~7 ~ ~8~ ~9l ~10~ Together 19 23 2.8 70 31 28 18 77 147 
Segregated 12 15 9 36 22 16 19 57 93 
Total 106 134 240 
This Table further indicates that boys prefer to eat 
their lunch together with the girls two to one (Table 49, 
Col. 5). 
The number preferring "student activity club period" 
on the day assigned is at present not significant; but 
what is of importance is the fact that very few of the 
pupils desire to remain after the regular school hours 
for such activity (Table 50 1 Cola. 5 1 9 1 10). 
Table 50. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Prefer "Club Period" on Thursday or 
After School Hours 
Preferred Time Freg,uencz of Mention bz 
for Club Period Bozs Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ ll ~2l (3~ ~41 {5l ~6l t7l ~8l ~ 9l . ~10~ 
Thursday 30 35 32 97 46 40 33 119 216 
After School l 3 5 9 7 4 4 15 24 
Total 106 134 240 
This, perhaps, would be a good argument for including as 
a part of the curriculum many activities which are today 
considered as extra-curricula. 
~1 
It was learned, furthermore, that seventy-four per 
cent of the pupils favored the present arrangement of the 
makeup period schedule {Table 51); and, in regard to the 
discipline room arrangement, it is significant that more 
than one-half of the pupils stated that they felt some 
other plan of disciplining should be worked out by the 
school {Table 52). 
Table 51. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Like the Present Arrangement of the 
Makeup Schedule 
Present Freguenc;I of Mention b::t: 
Makeup BO;:(S Girls Total 
Schedule I II III Total I II III Total 
~ ll ~2l ~3l ~4l ~5l ~6l ~7l ~8l t9l ~10~ 
Yes 23 25 19 67 47 38 26 lll 178 
No 8 13 18 39 6 6 11 23 62 
Total 106 134 240 
Table 52. Distribution of Boys and Girls as to Whether 
They Like the Present Arrangement of the 
DisciJ2line-Room 
Preference Freguencz of Mention bz 
of Present Bozs Girls Total 
Discipline- I II III Total I II III Total 
Room Plan 
~:q ~21 ~3l ~4l ~5l £~l ~7l £~> ~9l ~ 10) Yes 19 15 17 51 19 67 ll8 
No 12 23 20 55 29 25 13 67 122 
Total 106 134 240 
Other activities too few.-- The school used in this 
study offers club membership in two activities namely, 
debating and dramatics; and it is to be noted that, al-
though only twenty-one pupils belonged to either club 
(Table 54), forty-six per cent of all the pupils queried 
expressed the desire of participating in various clubs 
not, as yet, set up by the school (Table 53). 
Table 53. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Their Preference of Clubs that the School 
Does Not Offer 
Clubs Freguencl of Mention bi 
Preferred BoiS Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ !J ~2l ~3l ~4l ~5l {6l ~7~ ~8l ~9l ~10~ 
Fashion-Design 7 7 6 20 20 
Hobbies 9 4 5 18 3 3 3 
Lip-Reading 3 3 3 
Photography 9 7 3 19 5 6 11 30 
Travel 2 5 3 10 15 9 6 30 40 
Total 47 64 111 
It is significant that one-third of the total number of 
girls desired a fashion-designing club; and approximate-
ly one-half of the total cases, desiring another club 
within the school, showed a preference for establishing 
a travel club {Table 53). 
Table 54. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
Clubs to Which They Belong · 
Freguenc:l of Membershi£ b;y: 
Club Bo~s Girls Total 
i !I III Total I II III Total 
~1) C~J ~3l [i1 ~5I ~Sl ~7l ~8l ~9) ~10~ 
Debating 2 1 3 9 2 11 14 
Dramatic 1 1 2 4 1 5 7 
Total 5 16 21 
Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 55, seventy-two 
girls and thirty-four boys, of different abilities, ex-
pressed a desire to take subjects that are not as yet 
offered by the school (Table 55, Cols. 5 and 9). 
Table 55. Distribution of Boys and Girls According to 
the Subjects They Would Like to Take that 
the Schoo l Does Not Offer :. 
Freguencl of Mention bi 
Subjects Boxs Girls Total 
I II III Total I II III Total 
~ l ~ ~21 ~3l ~4l r5r: 16J ~7l {8~ ~9~ ~ lOl 
Modern Language 5 3 8 7 9 2 18 26 
Mechani e Arts 
{advanced) 18 18 18 
Typewriting 3 3 2 8 24 17 13 ··54 62 
Total 34 72 106 
Of this number, eighteen boys of Group III, particularly, 
wanted more mechanic arts work; while the girls showed 
a distinct preference for including in the school curri-
cula typewriting and modern language (Table 55). 
CHAP TER VI 
SUMMARY OF' F I NDI NGS A.i\TD SUGGESTI ONS F'OR 
L OCAL I MPROVEMENT 
Sumraary of Findings 
The essential finding s of this study are: 
1 . Most of the pupils studied had made t heir 
own free choice of curriculum. 
2. In general, t h e subjects in which the pup ils 
received t heir poorest mark were also very 
much t h e same subjects in which t hey were 
doing their poorest work. 
3. A high correlation existed between the sub-
ject liked least and t h e subject in which 
t h e pup ils felt they learned least. 
4• That very little correlation was found to 
exist between finding a subject easiest and 
learning the most in that subject. 
5. Three-qu arters of the entire group studied 
were dissatisfied with certain required 
s ubjects in t h e curriculum. 
6. Of the reasons g iven for being dissatisfied 
with certain required subjects the following 
f 5 
·.i 
were those most frequently mentioned: 
a. Never use it later in life. 
b. Too hard to understand. 
c. Don't like the teacher. 
d. Too much homework. 
7. The subjects in which they did their poorest 
work and received their poorest marks were 
most frequently mentioned as the subjects 
with which they were dissatisfied. 
8. Many in Groups III expressed a desire for 
more work in mechanic arts or home-making. 
9. It was generally true that the subjects in 
which they received their poorest marks were 
most frequently mentioned as those liked 
least by the pupils. 
10. A high correlation existed between the sub-
ject in which the pupils felt they had 
learned the least and the subjects with 
which t hey experienced their greatest dif-
ficulty. 
11. The boys far outnumbered the girls in doing 
"D" or "E" work in certain subjects. 
12. More girls and boys of Groups II and III 
received their best marks in arithmetic than 
did those in Group I. 
13. Although fifty-nine of the cases under study 
indicated English as being t heir easiest 
subject, a like number, also admitted e;etting 
their poorest mark in t h at subject. 
14. There was a much higher correlation runong 
the g irls than among the boys in that they 
received their best marks in the subjects 
they found easiest. 
15. In general, the subjects liked least were 
most frequently mentioned as the subjects in 
which the pup ils learned the least. 
16. The greatest number of pupils who did not 
receive their best marks in the subjects 
liked best, were of Group I. 
17. Only three percent of the total number 
studied stated that they did receive their 
poorest marks in the subject t h at they liked 
best. 
18. The subjects in which the pupils exercised 
their best efforts were also the subjects 
most frequently mentioned by them in which 
they (1) have learned the most, (2) felt 
most free to discuss their difficulties, (3) 
received t h e greatest amount of individual 
help,(4) liked best, and (5) .felt the teacher 
knew and understood him (the pupil) and his 
problems best. 
19. Approximately fifty-six percent of the total 
pupils queried indicated that the teacher 
they l i ked best, also taught the subject 
they l i ked best and in which they learned 
the most. 
20. That a definite high correlation existed 
between liking a teacher and liking a sub-
ject. 
21. Of the number of pupils that expressed that 
they had a physical handicap which inter-
ferred with school work, fifty-five per cent 
of them indicated that their handicap was 
the inability to express themselves orally. 
22. Little or no correlation existed between 
intelligence quotient and absences, or, be-
tween sex and absences. 
23. Fifty-seven per cent of the pupils studied 
admitted that they realized that they should 
spend more time studying. 
24. There is a definite correlation between liking 
and accomplishment. 
Suggestions for Local Improvement 
The following suggestions are offered for local 
improvement: 
1. To offer more work and time in mechanic arts. 
2. To add a modern language to the curriculum. 
3. To add typewriting to the curriculum. 
4. To afford more time for home-making. 
5. To offer more opportunities for student 
partic i pation in school activities. 
6. To dev i se a different plan of disciplining. 
7. To eliminate t h e sex-segreg ation plan in the 
use of the cafeteria. 
8. To include as a part of the curriculum many 
activities which are at present considered 
as extra-currmcula. 
9. To increase the number and availability of 
clubs. 
10. To offer classes in fashion-desi gning . 
11. To org anize hobby clubs within the school. 
12. To teach the elements of photography. 
13. To org anize a travel club. 
14. To afford pupils more opportunities for 
guidance and counseling . 
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APPENDIX 
Carmen Carl Pezzella 
Seminar in Secondary Education 
Date 1949 
Your name Grade 
---------------------
How old will you be on your next birthday? 
----------------------------------------
Date of your birthday 
----....,...in-on--:""th:---- y~ar 
Number of different teachers you have this year 
----------------------------------
Number of different subjects you are taking this yea.r 
-----------------------------
Li st the clubs and organizations you belong out side of school: _______________ ___ 
List the clubs and organi zations you belong in school: __________________________ __ 
Di r ections: 
Part I 
PJ.ease read t hi s car efully and tell us the ki:-rJs o:f t hings 
that i nterest you , If you will do so we may be 2."11~ . e to make 
your school work more wo1~th while. If a ques t i on is t o be 
answer ed 11 Yes 11 or 11 No11 , pl ease encircle your choice. 
1. What course of study are you interested in t aking when you get into Senior 
Hi gh School? 
----------------------------------------------------------------
2. Why are you interested in this particular course of study? 
( Pl ease check) 
1. 
,, 6 
5. 
6. 
a.( ) Own choice 
b.( ) Parents ' choice 
c.( ) Former t eachers recommendation 
d. ( ) Friends a.r e t aking it 
e.( ) Other r easons (Pl eas e name them 
----------------------------------------
Please rtame the sub j ect in which you are doing your best work. 
P.lease name the subject in which you ar e gett ing your best mar k . 
Pl ease name the subjec t that you like best. 
Please tell why you like this subject best. 
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7. Please name the subject in which you are doing your poorest work. 
------
B. Please name the subject in which you are getting your poorest mark. 
-------
9. Please name the subject that you like the least. 
10. Please tell What you dislike about the subject. -----------------------------
~1. Please name the subject you find the easiest. 
---------------------------------
12. Are you receiving your best mar k in this subject? (Encircle) Yes No 
13. Please name the subject with which you have the most difficulty. 
----------
15. Please name the subject in which you feel you have l earned the most this year. ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
16. Please name the subject in which you feel you have learned the least this year. ________________________________________________________________ _ 
17. Are you dissatisfied with any of the subjects you are required to take? 
(Please Encircle)--------------------------------------------------------Yes No 
18. If the above answer is "Yes", please name the subject you are most dissatisfied 
with. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
19. If your answer to #17 is "Yes", please check below the reason for being 
dissatisfied:--
a.( ) I will never use it after I get out of this class. 
b.( ) Too hard to understand. 
c.( ) Too much homework. 
d.( ) Textbooks are too hard to understand. 
e.( ) Don 1 t like the teacher. 
Please list any reasons not named:-----------------------------------------
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20. If your answer to #17 is 11Yes", please name the subject you would like 
to take in place of the subject you are most dissatisfied with:--
21, Are you getting your best marks in the sub.ject you like best? 
(Please encircle)---------------------------~-----------------------------Yes No 
22. Are you getting your poorest marks in the subject you like best? 
(Please encircle)--------------------------------------------------------Yes No 
23. Are you getting your poorest marks in the subject you like le-=tst? 
(Please encircle)--------------------------------------------------------Yes No 
24. Please ne..me the subject in which you use your best effort. 
~-------------------
25. Please name the subject or subjects you are doing "D" or 11 E" 
work in:--
--~----~~--~--~~---------~~--~------~~~-----------------26. What reasons do you have for doing poor work in these subjects:--
--~----
- - - ---------
27. In what sub,ject do you most feel free to discuss your difficulties? 
----------
28. In what subje .. ct do 'you receive the gr eatest individual help? 
29. In what sub,ject do you f eel t hat the t eacher knows and understands you and 
your problems best? 
30. In what subject do you .:feel t hat you l Garn more than just the subject matter 
under study? 
~----~---~----~~~------~~----~----~----~~~~--~-------31. In the subject named abov8, whot do you feel you have learned besides the 
subject matter under s t udy'?-----------·---__, _____ __, _______________ _ 
32. Are you interested in school?--------------------------------------------Yes No 
33. Do you get along well wi.th most of your teachers'? ( Please encirc1e)------Yes No 
34. Do you get along well with most of your fellow students?(Please encirc1e )Yes No 
35. Do you have a specific time for home study? (Ple.o.tse r;ncircle)------------Yes No 
36. Do you have a quiet place for s tudy at home? (Please encircle)-----------Yes No 
37. Do you feel that you should spend more time studying? (F'leasc encircle)--Yes No 
38 •. Have you been absent from school this year? ( Please encircle)------------Yes No 
39. If your ans,¥er is yes, please encircle the number nee.rest the times you have 
been .:J.bsent:- 5 10 15 20 25 30 
40. Please give your most common reasons for being absent:--
----------------------
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41. Do you have any physical h Cl.ndicaps which int erfe r e with your school work? 
(Please encircle)------------------ ------------ ----------- --------------Yes No 
42. If your answer is "Yes ", please check t hem:--
a. ( ) Hearing 
b.( ) Eyes 
c.( ) Speech 
If any ot her s , please name them:----------------------------~----------
43. Do you find yourself handic apped in any of your classes due to the f act that 
you do not read well? (Please encircle )--------------------------------Yes No 
44. If your answer is 11 Yes 11 , please name the subj ects in which this is most 
true . · 
45. Do you f i nd yourself handicapped in any of your classes due to the fac t t hat 
you cannot express yours elf orally? (Please enci rcle )-------------------Yes No 
46. Are the t ext books in any subject too difficult f or you to r ead and under-
stand? (Please encircle)-----------------------------------------------Yes No 
47. If your answer is "Yes ", pl ease name the subj'ects in which you find t he 
t extbooks too difficult t o r ead and understand:--
-------------------------
Part II 
1. Does the teacher you like bes t teach the subject you like best? 
(Pl ease enci rcle )-------------------------------------------------------Yes No 
2. Does the t eacher you like l east t each the sub ject you like best? 
(Please encircle )-------------------------------------------------------Yes No 
J. Think of the t eacher in whose cl ass you l earn the most. I s this the t eacher 
you like best? (Please enci r cl e) ------------------ ---------------------Yes No 
4. Thi nk of the t eacher in whose class you l earn the l east. Is t hi s t he t eacher 
you like the l east. (Please encircl e )-----------------------------------Yes No 
5. Does the t eacher you like leas t t eacb the subj ect you l ike l east? 
(Pl ease encircle )------------------------~---~- -------------------------Yes No 
6. Think of the t eacher you like t he bes t. Pl ease list the characteri sti cs of 
t his teacher that you like best:--
---------------------------------------
\ 
7. Thi nk of the teacher you l ike the l east . List the characteristics of this 
teacher that you like l east :--
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Part III 
1. Do you like the time school begins in the morning?(Please encircle)------Yes No 
2. Do you like the time school is dismi ssed? (Pl ease encircle )---------------Yes No 
3. Do you have any suggestions as to when school should begin and end? 
Please list them:--
---------~-------------------------------------
4. Do you believe that girls should be members of the tr,'lffic squ.? d? 
(Please encircle)---------------------·-----------------------------------Yes No 
5. Do you like our assembly programs? (Please encirele)---------------------Yes No 
6, Do you like the Principal's <'.r~~anged assembH es best?(Please encircle )---Yes No 
7. Do you like the student organizations' assembli es bes t?( Pl ease encircle )-Yes No 
8. Do you like the club period on Thursday?(Pleas e encircle)----------------Yes No 
9. ~ J ould you prefer the club period aft er school?( P~ease encircle )----------Yes ~o 
10. Do you like the arrangement of the lunch room? Boys on one side and girls on 
another? (Please encircle )-----------------------------------------------Yes No 
11. Do you believe t hat the boys and girls should be allowed t o eat t ogether ? 
( Ple~se encircle)------------------------------~-----T-----------------~-Yes No 
12. Do you like t he arrangement for after noon makeup scliedule?(Encirle.f---~--Yes No 
13. Have you suggestions for improvements in the makeup schedule? 
14. Do you like the discipline-room arrangement?( Please encircle )------------Yes No 
15. Have you suggestions f or improvement s in the diseipl ine-rocm arrangement? __ _ 
16. Wh.3 t clubs do you belong to? 
--------------------~--
17. What clubs would you like to belong t o? 
-------
18. What clubs would you like to belong to t hat we d~n't have? ________________ __ 
19. Are ther e any subjects that you would like to t ake that the school does not 
offer? If so, please name th em:--------------------------~--------------
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20. Please tell what you like most about your school. 
-----------------------------
21• Please t ell what you dislike most about your school. 
--------------------------
22. Have you any recommendations to make? Please list them. THANK YOU ••••••••• • •• • 
